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Nlyte, the poster child of DCIM, has licensed components of IBM Watson IoT to provide predictive machine-learning 
analysis as a service as part of its datacenter infrastructure management platform. 
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Nlyte, the leading datacenter infrastructure management (DCIM) pure play, has added AI-driven data-
center management as a service (DMaaS) to its real-time software by licensing components of IBM 
Watson Internet of Things (IoT), a first for the datacenter segment. DMaaS, a new market development, 
aggregates and analyzes large sets of anonymized DCIM data, which is enhanced with machine learn-
ing to spot anomalies and patterns, optimize operations, and predict and forecast.

T H E  4 5 1  TA K E
With Watson IoT, Nlyte becomes one of the early movers into machine-learning analysis as a service 
for datacenters, a trend we believe will accelerate. As in other areas of operational technology artificial 
intelligence (AI), DMaaS is initially being used to improve existing functions by widening alarm lead 
times, spotting anomalies, predicting risks with greater accuracy, and other use cases. It’s still early 
days for DMaaS in general, and over time additional capabilities are highly likely. In addition to bolster-
ing the company’s feature-rich DCIM software, the new Nlyte Machine Learning service gives it and its 
customers access to Watson IoT’s enterprise-ready tooling environment to customize data outcomes 
– a differentiator for Nlyte. We expect the company to invest further in the DMaaS space, and would 
not be surprised if it reaches further up the IT stack and expands into workflow and hybrid cloud opti-
mization AI at some future point.

C O N T E X T
San Mateo, California-based Nlyte is one of a handful of leading DCIM software providers by revenue, and has one 
of the strongest brands in the sector. The company plays mostly in midsize and large datacenters. It notes that its 
average deal size is $150,000, and that its largest deal to date was in the multimillion-dollar range. Nlyte does not 
disclose financials but says it grew 15% year over year in calendar 2017 with the addition of over 40 customers, 
bringing its total customer count to about 300. It says it is cash-flow positive. We estimate revenue of $30-40m.

The company’s customers include Cisco, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, IBM, Rackspace, Verizon, Walgreens and ma-
jor financial and IT vendors. More than 30 US federal government agencies are also clients. Its four sales regions 
are North America, which drives roughly 80% of its sales, EMEA, India and Asia-Pacific.

Nlyte has raised over $40m in funding since its inception in 2004. Following a $12m series C round in late 2010, the 
company secured additional financing in early 2016 to fund the acquisition of FieldView Solutions – the leading 
pure-play DCIM monitoring specialist – for an undisclosed amount. The high-profile deal propelled Nlyte’s flagship 
DCIM asset management software to being a full (and, in our opinion, best-of-breed) DCIM suite.

In June 2017, the company bought the assets of auto-discovery specialist InControl for an undisclosed amount 
in an all-cash deal. Nlyte’s core products include a level of auto-discovery, and the extended InControl capabili-
ties are being offered as a premium, stand-alone product called Discovery. Given its ability to spot anomalies and 
trends about assets connected to corporate networks, there is potential for Discovery to feed into Nlyte Machine 
Learning, including to flag potential security issues.

The company was also an early mover in enabling bidirectional integrations and analysis between its DCIM plat-
form and third-party applications such as ITSM, CMDBs and VM management systems, among others. Its APIs 
(plus API support) are add-ons to its core software, enabling managers to map virtual assets onto physical ones, 
perform end-to-end IT service costing, and other use cases.

I B M  PA R T N E R S H I P  D E TA I L S
The non-exclusive, global partnership with IBM, the first publicly announced deal for Watson IoT in the datacenter 
infrastructure segment, includes joint engineering, marketing and targeted sales for key accounts. General avail-
ability of Nlyte Machine Learning is slated for the end of June.
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A small group of Nlyte customers are piloting the service for predictive power and thermal models, as well as 
for preventative equipment maintenance. They are also customizing their analytics, including with data models 
for combined DCIM and workload data (via Nlyte’s APIs), weather data (including IBM’s Weather.com) and other 
sources, using Watson IoT’s tools. Only Nlyte and its partners and channel will sell the new service, which is priced 
per rack under analysis and includes administrative and analytics support, as well as data backup.

Through a separate, earlier agreement signed in September 2017, IBM resells Nlyte’s DCIM SaaS to IBM Cloud 
customers – those clients could readily add Nlyte Machine Learning as an option. We believe Nlyte could also 
augment datacenter users of Maximo, IBM’s non-real-time asset management software, by adding real-time data, 
either as part of Nlyte Machine Learning, the flagship Nlyte Energy Optimizer (NEO) software, or both.

T EC H N O LO GY
Nlyte hosts a general-purpose Watson IoT AI engine that includes cognitive-learning capabilities such as identify-
ing data patterns that, for example, are not part of a pre-set data model. Specifically, Nlyte leverages IBM’s Predic-
tive Maintenance and Optimization (PMO) machine-learning and analytics capabilities.

PMO applies predetermined patterns to Nlyte customers’ data streams (both real-time and historic) to produce 
analysis that is used by Nlyte for datacenter-specific (and customer-specific) reports and actions, such as alarming 
or automated control. The latter will be offered via partners and could include dynamically automating cooling 
units’ set points, for example. Nlyte’s data scientists provide support, such as training of PMO models, including to 
help customers determine which data stream inputs are most valuable and to otherwise assist in the customiza-
tion of specific models/output requirements employing the Watson IoT tooling environment.

The minimum requirement for Nlyte Machine Learning is the company’s real-time monitoring (NEO) and a gate-
way (either physical or virtual) on a customer’s datacenter premises. Monitoring data is encrypted and sent over 
a WAN to Nlyte’s hosted environment for analysis, along with historic data from the customer’s Nlyte software 
instance/s. Equipment data from multiple customers is anonymized and pooled into Nlyte’s data lakes for analysis 
by Watson IoT.

Individual clients receive tailored analytics that is specific to them. Nlyte stresses that customers own their data 
and data models, and that all data and analytics is confidential to each customer. Information that is sensitive to 
clients, such as purchase-order information, for example, is not shared with Nlyte – although customers can use 
Watson IoT tools to integrate any data into their models.

Initial implementations of Nlyte Machine Learning have been focused on four main areas of analytics:

 � Energy efficiency

 � Workload optimization, which includes recommendations for which physical equipment/datacenter environ-
ments specific IT services should run

 � IT equipment location/white-space configuration, including recommendations for the optimal placement of 
servers, routers, etc. based on application performance requirements, power quality, networking and other 
factors

 � Preventative maintenance and failure prediction based on analysis of combined DCIM and other data, such as 
component-level equipment information, the types of workloads running on specific equipment, and so on

Workload and IT equipment location/configuration require additional data to be integrated (most likely from ITSM 
or VM management systems, or both) employing Nlyte’s APIs (Connectors) or Watson IoT tools. This could include 
weather data from IBM’s Weather.com, which in this case would be a paid add-on to the services.

C O M P E T I T I O N
With their many assets and vast telemetry data, datacenters are a prime target for Watson IoT and other commer-
cial AI engines. While Nlyte is the first publicly announced deal for Watson IoT, we believe rivals have or will pursue 
similar arrangements with AI-as-a-service providers.

Nlyte faces broad competition in the DCIM sector, including from ABB, Baselayer Technology, Eaton, FNT, Sunbird 
Software, Schneider Electric, Tuangru and Vertiv. In total, there are about 70 DCIM suppliers that range consider-
ably in size and scope and contend in the DCIM space.



The pool of DMaaS rivals is significantly smaller: two vendors, Schneider and Eaton, launched their respective 
DMaaS services in 2016 and 2017. We believe Vertiv is planning to launch a DMaaS offering. These three datacen-
ter equipment providers are also large, longstanding suppliers of datacenter lifecycle services, ranging from break, 
fix and maintenance to retrofits and new builds, and have broad stores of data that reaches back decades.

Industrial software specialist Maya HTT has added machine-learning analytics to its comprehensive DCIM plat-
form (which Siemens resells). There are also specialists such as Litbit, which recently signed a machine-learning 
analytics partnership with CBRE. Vigilent, another specialist, uses machine learning to recognize patterns and con-
trol datacenter cooling systems. Solecular, a startup that recently emerged from stealth mode, employs machine 
learning to tackle IT underutilization and power management.

SWOT ANALYSIS
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STRENGTHS
Nlyte has a solid brand, a long track record 
and deep expertise. It has more revenue and 
large customers than any other pure-play 
DCIM vendor.

WEAKNESSES
The company is still relatively small, and 
lacks the resources of the large global equip-
ment providers it competes with.

OPPORTUNITIES
We anticipate that many mission-critical 
datacenters, and those using automation 
systems, will employ both on-premises DCIM 
and DMaaS analytics to remain competitive. 
DMaaS approaches will be increasingly valu-
able to micro-modular edge and other lights-
out datacenters.

THREATS
The suppliers with the most datacenter data 
– and the ability to fully exploit it via large 
(anonymized) data lakes and a deep bench of 
data-science skills – are likely to have a com-
petitive advantage. Large equipment ven-
dors that offer DMaaS may have the deepest 
pockets and broadest reach.


